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The Averaging Principle for Diffusions with a Small Parameter 
in the Case of a Noncharacteristic Boundary 
R. Pinsky, Technion, Haifa, Israel 
Let L~ = eLo+ L1, where Lo is a nondegenerate elliptic operator on R 2 and 
3 2 3 
L,=½A(r, O)--d-~+ B(r, O) 30" 
We assume that for fixed r, L1 generates a positive recurrent diffusion on the circle 
with invariant measure tzr(dO). Let X~(t) = (r~(t), O'(t)) denote the diffusion gener- 
ated by (1/e)L~ and let u, be the solution to the Dirichlet problem L~u =0 on D 
and u =f  on aD, where D={x:  r l< lx [< rE} and f is continuous. Then u~(x)= 
Exf(X~(X~(7"~))) where zb is the first exit time from D. By the averaging principle, 
the process re (t) converges weakly to the process r°(t) generated by/So, the operator 
obtained from Lo by restricting to functions depending only on r and averaging the 
E coefficients with respect o lxr(dO). Furthermore, Px(O~(~:o)edO[1", ~, < %) converges 
weakly to tzr,(d0) as e ~ 0, where ~ denotes the hitting time of the circle of radius 
r and (i,j) = (1.2) or (2.1). The above information allows us to evaluate the limiting 
distribution of (r~(~-b), 0~(~'~)) and thus also the asymptotics of u,(x). 
Now consider the situation in which we perturb the annulus D so that the boundary 
passes through the points (ro, 0i), i = 1, 2. Now, starting from x satisfying rl < Ix[ < ro, 
one expects intuitively that the support of the exit distribution will converge to the 
limiting support consisting of the r~-ball with the two points (r0, 0i), i = 1, 2 adjoined. 
What is not clear is how the limiting exit distribution is distributed on (ro, 01) and 
(r o, 02). We will evaluate this limiting distribution which will then also allow us to 
evaluate the asymptotics of u~(x) as e ~ 0. 
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Exponential type fluctuations of the forms 
F(t)=exp[f f(t, u)B(u)du] and G(t)=exp[f g(u)B(u) 2 du],  
/~(t) being the Gaussian white noise, often arise in the stochastic evolution equations 
describing biological or physical phenomena. An important example of such a 
process is the so-called Oosawa equation: 
d 
-dt X( t) = -k_F( t) . X( t) + k+F( t) -1. (1 -X( t ) ) ,  
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where S f (  t, u)/~(u) d u is taken to be the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process with a positive 
constant. Using the white noise analysis we can discuss ome evolutional phenomena 
determined by the equation. 
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2.4. Dynamic optimization 
Degenerate Bellman Equation and its Applications 
Masatoshi Fujisaki, Kobe University of Commerce, Japan, and University of North 
Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC, USA 
Consider the following Bellman equation with degenerate diffusion coefficients: 
d 
inf Osv+ ~, aij(a,s,x)OiOjv+ Y. bi(a,s,x)O,v 
ot~A l~ i , j~  i= l  
) 
- c(a,  s, x )v  +f (a ,  s, x)~ = 0, 
O<~s<T, xeRd (d~2), v(T,x)=g(x), xeR d, 
(1) 
where 1 <~ v < d, a = (a0), 1 ~< i,j <. v, is a positive definite matrix, and A is a separable 
metric space. Under suitable conditions on the coefficients about regularities and 
boundedness, we can show the existence and uniqueness of a generalized solution 
of (1) [1]. 
It is also interesting to consider the case where the coefficients are not bounded 
with respect to the parameter a. Some extensions of [ 1] and [2], and their applications 
to differential equations will be presented in the talk. 
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